wants to stay anonymous, until his patent application
is done and university verification tests will be done).
The claims are: 1200 Watts coil out with about 1076.4
Watts in into the driving motor at 3450 RPM. 8 amps
117volts at no load 9.2 amps 117 volts at full load. The
output of about 1200 Watts is already a total overunity
operation! As they just increase the input power by
about 140 Watts only between idle and load state and
they get 1200-Watts output it seems indeed a case,
where Lenz law is violated! This generator also has NO
motor effect! If you supply current to the coil, the
permanent magnet in the center will not rotate; cause
the flux just stays inside the toroid core! There you can
see, that the back drag does not influence the
mechanical rotation of the magnet!" Stefan used very
good criterion to prove high efficiency of the design:
There is no back-torque effect! It is most important
aspect of Gramms generator. You can contact directly
Stefan Hartmann: Keplerstr. 11 B, 10589 Berlin, Germany.
Tel: +49 30 345 00 497, FAX: +49 30 345 00 498 email:
harti@harti.com info@ccard.net (Please, note: Dr.
Harman referred to my old web site www.timemachine.spb.ru which is closed now).
So, basic principles of MEG and Φ-machines are the
same. It was patented more than 100 years ago. Primary
magnetic flux is topologically separated in two (or more)
fluxes, which are mutually compensated in the ring core.
Advantages of MEG are absence of moving parts since
special input coils produce changes of primary flux. Also
level of saturation in ferromagnetic material obviously
should be corresponding to intensity of primary
magnetic field, which is created by the permanent
magnet, Fig.4.1.
Besides MEG the same principle can be (and already
was!) realized in many other systems. So, there is no
any news in the USA patent #6,362,718 granted for "The
Motionless Magnetic Generator". What did they claim?
You can find it in the patent: "The first input coil and the
first output coil extend around portions of the first

Matter as a Resonance
Longitudinal Wave Process
Alexander V. Frolov
Abstracts
There is experimental data on gravitation anomalies for
cases of resonance irradiation of the Bose condensates
(superfluid helium or superconductor) at 10-100 MHz
frequencies. It is developed by the author in frames of
his aether theory that can be used for practical
applications in aerospace and new energetics.
ZPF or aether fluctuations
The fundamental electromagnetic radiation field (Zero
Point Field) ZPF or the quantum vacuum noise is a
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Fig.4.1

magnetic path, while the second input coil and the
second output coil extend around portions of the
second magnetic path." Yes, it is the same bi-directional
principle we discussed above: two parts of the magnetic
flux and each coil produce effect to reduce flux due to
this superposition.

Fig.4.2
Diagram of prototype by Bearden.

In conclusion Id like to confirm our sincere interest
to develop joint work with all new energy research
teams if they are not trying to obscure the issue of
the technology by means of complex theoretical
constructions and common words about zero point
energy.

recently accepted physical notion. In the article [1]
David Noever and Christopher Bremner used it to derive
a frequency  dependent version of Newtons
gravitational coupling term G. On the other hand we
can consider the quantum vacuum noise as aether
fluctuations. Dr. Alexander Mishin [2] described
experiments on registration of these processes by
means of special equipment. Both approaches (ZPF and
aether fluctuation) allow to conclude that mass and
inertia arise from these oscillations. However if we are
considering the oscillation as some aether process then
we can assume and describe some physical mechanism
of this process.
One of consequence of the vacuum energy model, which
is described in [1] is that the attractive force of gravity
becomes reducible to the radiative interaction between
oscillating charges  Lets clarify which kind of
radiation can be created by oscillating electric charges.

There are many different sources to find the answer on
this question and one of them is the article by Prof. Kirill
P.Butusov [3] on symmetrization of Maxwells equations
and practical methods of generation of longitudinal
waves in vacuum. So, ZPF model has a direct relation
with the aether model since indirectly it leads to the
question of longitudinal waves in vacuum. Physically
they are waves of density of energy and in the aether
model the waves are areas of more dense and more
rarefied aether. Lets note that there are standing waves
besides moving waves.
To consider the interaction of some mass particles and
the fundamental field the notion of subatomic charges
partons was introduced [1]. So, the mass itself
becomes interpretable as a dependent quantity derived
from a damped oscillation driven by random ZPF [1].
The authors wrote about internal kinetic energy of
the mass particle and it can be considered as a function
of ZPF oscillation frequency. In the aether theory of mass
there is a similar notion of aether vortex, which
represents some cyclical process of some frequency and
it is possible to calculate its kinetic energy. This aether
vortex model of matter elements allows to assume real
methods to change parameters of vortex and to get
changes in parameters of existence of the matter. On
the other hand we can discuss the possibility to change
some physical parameters of aether in areas of the vortex
to get the same result. This possibility follows from the
well-known N.Kozyrevs experiments, which were
named investigation of active properties of time.
N.Kozyrev used chronal (temporal) approach in his
theory. We have to change his notion the density of
time to the density of aether to get a direct link
between his experiments and the aether theory of mass.
N.Kozyrev and others have [4,5,6] experimentally
demonstrated that irreversible processes in matter
produced changes of aether density in the area of the
experiment. Detectors of different type can register this
change. It is obviously that any matter element (i.e. the
aether vortex) in this area of changed aether density
should get more inner (kinetic) energy or slow the inner
motion. From the chronal point of view these are changes
of inner time of this matter element.
Gravity shield
One more interesting point that is discussed in the
article by Noever and Bremner [1] is a problem of gravity
shield. The authors show that resonance interaction
with ZPF produces the particle mass and it can be
viewed as a renormalized or dressed mass with a
resonant interaction potential. Similar resonance
approach is used in the conception of de Broglies matter
waves. Also the authors [1] mentioned the existence of
an experimentally unobservable mass. In this case ZPF
cannot be fundamentally shielded by matter since
frequency mismatch precludes gravity shielding by
matter [1]. The only way to get screening of ZPF
fluctuations seems to be very complex: it is necessary
to provide frequency matching for whole wavelength
band of the oscillations.

I think some specialization is necessary here to explain
experimental gravity anomalies with Bose condensates
experiments (superfluid helium or superconductors):
special process in matter can be used as the gravity
screen and this approach does not involve the
frequency-matching problem.
We have concluded above that any matter element is a
resonance process and its energy is derived from ZPF.
It is useful to note that these are longitudinal wave
oscillations of energy density in aether. In this case,
the gravity shield problem can be solved in frames of
the aether vortex conception of matter.
The longitudinal wave is a moving (or standing) areas
of rarified and thickened aether. Lets consider the
moving wave, which is responsible for gravitation
attraction effect. How can we stop, re-direct or reflect
longitudinal wave in aether by means of aether vortexes
(matter elements)? We can produce interaction with
this wave only by means of other longitudinal waves.
In macro-level this idea can be realized as longitudinal
wave generator. Electromagnetic processes, which can
be used as sources of directed longitudinal waves, are
known and some of them are described in [3]. In other
way the gravity shield can be produced as longitudinal
waves generated by natural aether vortexes (i.e. by
matter elements) if the matter exist in a special exited
state, for example for cases of resonance irradiation of
superfluid helium or superconductor at 10-100 MHz
frequencies.
Matter element as resonance process
In [1] the authors wrote that it is possible to calculate
the mass of any fundamental particle at its resonant
frequency. There is the question: what is the general
basis of whole spectrum of stable elements masses?
In 1996 the author published the article The concept
of mass process [7]. At first in this work physical sense
and notion of 3-dimensional curvature was introduced.
By analogy with known mathematical notion of linear
curvature

ρ1 =

1
(where r is radius) and uniform
r

surface curvature

ρ2 =

2
it was proposed to calculate
r

curvature of a 3-dimensional space as

ρ3 =

3
r

(1)

The radius r in this case means that in a 3-space there
is some periodical process. In other words, 3dimensional matter is a resonance process.
Further, de Broglie used formulations E=hf and E=pc
(where p is momentum, h is Planck constant, f is
frequency and c is velocity of light) to derive the
following:
hf=pc
(2)
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that allows us to get the well-known formulation

λ=

h
p

(3)

There is another logical branch of this idea that leads
to the understanding of the mass properties of matter
as a resonance process. Instead of E=pc in [7] it was
proposed to use E=mc2. In strength of the wave-particle
duality we can write the equation

mc 2 = hf

h
f
c2

(5)

Lets note that f=1/T, where T is some period of
oscillation. So, we can write the following

h 1
m= 2
c T

(6)

h
where 2 is new constant between mass and period
c
of time.
There is an important conclusion: any mass is a process
and there is some period of time, which corresponds to
this mass. In other words, there is no physical sense of
time separate from some process of existence of mass.
Product mass and period is a constant value, which was
named as a chronal constant

mT =

h
= const
c2

(7)

The chronal constant is a parameter of some real
space and it is equal to 0.73725 ⋅ 10

−50

[ Js 2 / m 2 ]

Also in this work [7] there was a demonstration of
several examples of newly discovered physical law:
spatial curvature of some natural objects (proton, planet,
DNA molecule) is a whole number. There is some
analogy with the nuclear physics notion of wave
number. From this fact we can assume that main natural
matter elements exist in main resonance states. For
example, if Bohr radius is 0.52917 Angstrom, then we
can find the wave-length l =πd and the linear curvature
is ρ = 1/l = 3.0075·109 (m) and 3-dimensional curvature
of this object is ρ = 3/l = 1.0025·109 (m) that is unit of
mater, corresponding to simplest atom, i.e. unit matter
engine. Lets note that it is near the unit and some
distortion of 0.0025 means non-ideal resonance state of
the system.
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f = 1 / T = 3.168861 ⋅ 10 −8 (1 / s )

(8)

and wave-length

λ = c / f = 9.46... ⋅ 1016 (m)

(9)

The curvature (if this wave-length is considered as
radius of the resonator) is following wave number

(4)

and from this equation the mass can be presented as
resonance electromagnetic oscillations

m=

Calculations for planet Earth in [7] were based on the
known period of orbital rotation T=31557600 sec that
corresponds to frequency of electromagnetic oscillations

ρ = 1057.00 ⋅ 10 −20 (1 / m)

(10)

Also we can use other known data about the planet.
Daily rotation period of our planet is known T=86400
sec and we can calculate its wavelength

λ = 3469,82(m) and corresponding curvature (wavenumber). Sure, it is also a whole number with a good
accuracy:

ρ = 2882 ⋅ 10 −7 (1 / m)

(11)

The laws of physics in macro cosmos and micro cosmos
are similar. From these calculations it was assumed that
whole formation of mass spectrum of stable chemical
elements of matter is determined by similar physical
mechanism.
Creation of mass
In shor t we can summarize that technology of
longitudinal waves in aether is a real basis for creation
of matter with mass and inertia properties. N. Tesla
used this method to produce different objects: from ball
lightning up to electrons. Velimir Abramovic says in his
article [8]: The principle of resonance and harmonic
oscillation of aether seems to be so clear that all
problems of modern physics, especially a problem of
energy conversion, will be solved with its development.
By means of his vacuum tube Tesla got protons,
electrons and neutrons directly from aether and
reproduced them at any distance. Instead of giving a
possibility to the bundle of protons to move through
space to some place, he created conditions for
momentary appearance of arbitrary quantity of particles
in the given place.
Any objects can be classified as aether vortex and
parameters of this vortex determine its mass, electric
charge and other properties of matter.
The parton as element of matter in [1] is a useful tool
for description of physical properties of aether.
Longitudinal waves in Woodwards experiment
In [1] the authors state that resonant radiation in the
required 10-100 MHz range appears to produce

anomalous effects for such Bose condensates as
superconductors. In my opinion it is a particular case
of discussed above technology of longitudinal waves
in aether due to possibility of transformation of
transverse electromagnetic waves in longitudinal
waves in the superconductors. This transformation in
plasma is a well known physical mechanism.
More facts to prove this idea: by Woodward [9] there is
a special requirement, i.e. the frequency of mechanical
vibrations should be twice the frequency of electrical
oscillations in the capacitor, which demonstrates the
weight anomalies. But from the other hand it is a
common rule for creation of longitudinal weaves in
plasma! Also it is a necessary condition for generation
of parametrical oscillations! So, we can assume that
basis of the effects in [1] and [9] is a generation of
longitudinal wave in aether.
Conclusion
Any element of matter can be considered as resonance
process of aether oscillations, which are longitudinal
waves. There is an analogy with description of these
longitudinal waves and well-known matter waves by
de Broighl. Experimenting on the longitudinal waves
generation and especially experiments on standing
waves to get gradient of aether pressure allows to
develop gravity control technology.
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Gerlovins Theory of Activation

These principles are based on his two important
conclusions from the TFF:

Alexander V. Frolov

a) Space around us is not empty, physical vacuum
consists of material physical objects, i.e. elementary
particles of vacuum (EPV). These particles are
responsible for main activation processes;
b) Force interactions between atoms in molecule,
between molecules in crystals has not spherical
symmetry in the crystals of solid bodies, but an axial
symmetry and the interactions are changing in time
with very high frequency of about 1018 Hz. This
feature of force interactions also makes its own
contribution to the activation of mediums. [1, p.
314]

It is a review of the famous book by Ilia L. Gerlovin Basis
of unified theory of all interactions in matterpublished
in 1990, St.Petersburg, Russia. We hope this article let
you discover some new aspects of physical vacuum
structure to develop more new experimental methods.
Comments made by Alexander V. Frolov, Editor.
In [1] the author wrote about different methods to
activate water solutions: mechanical, thermal, acoustic,
magnetic and electrical. One of the known methods is
an activation by means of electrohydraulic method.
There is also some information about activation of other
mediums, mainly liquids, but also some gases and solid
bodies.
There are no theoretical explanations of these facts to
explain all aspects of these phenomena. Furthermore,
complexity of interpretation of these phenomena in
frames of common physical notions induced some
scientists to announce these phenomena as nonexisting and illegal.
Ilia L. Gerlovin formulated the physical principles of
theory of activation of mediums on the basis of new
physical theory, the Theory of Fundamental Field (TFF).

So, it was assumed that the phenomenon of activation
of mediums can be defined as anisotropy of force
interactions, which leads to meta-stable state, which
can be called structurally activated state of the given
structure.
Here is some difference in principle between chemical
term activation, which characterizes a transformation
of molecule or atom in some active state with an
increased energy, which is sufficient to provide a
chemical reaction. It is energy activation. Gerlovin
described new notion, a structural activation: This
phenomenon can be classified as some change of
structure of activation object. With this, energy of
molecule can have no changes, and active properties
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